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(Participant, man*) As far as we're concerned we would. »w« would rather see
somethin'right away too. Cause where you get a whole buncn of smaller housing
authority around there. The*management operational authority per unit is more
expensive than it is where you4iave a larger group operating as onea.,aa one
Housing Authority* Arid when you do get a demand, for the ^conventional low
rent project it'll be a whole lot better than having a larger size operating than a -small one o
Mr. Clementt
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'Course here again this all comes back to; what you said earlier,

Bill, you brought £his up earlier and like you said, these people have lived ^
there all their lives. And their credit and their finances all established
here. If you dislocate them down to Anadarko we've got this all to do over
%ain." Course what we would like to see is this jhutual help all together so
that you have a lady-in the office or a man in the office all the time.
.Have a maintenance man that you'd be justified to pay. Well, if you've got it'
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in fiye or six sites, you're not
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oing to be able to get attentive service

but if this big project dqesn't fulfill Che need that you've got there.
Then we're not getting a lot of problems. So...
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(Participant,.mani) What.owhat~I was trying to if they can cover the operations of somebody .else, that may be operating, up £here,
Mr. Clement: , Right,
(Participant, ladyO

And another thing with location, it right around Binger

within Xhax. district why it's just to the fact that we're planning on having
our medical center so that they all have Service.
Mr. Glementj

If we justs get water out there, it'd be..

(Participant, ladyt) Let's pipe it in.
(Several people laughing.)
Mr. Clement;, Is that all you have, to do.

